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A  P I LG R I M ’S  DA Y 

A T  T HE  FA B E R  I N S T IT U T E  

 

Location: the Loyola Jesuit Center at 3220 SE 43rd Avenue, Portland, OR 97206 – in the 

main Chapel at the center of the campus 

Director: Fr. Rick Ganz, SJ (cell: 971.270.8036) 

Assistant: Mary Edmonds (cell: 254.722.6702) 

Time: Saturday, 3 March 2018, 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM  

RETREAT DAY DETAILS  

 

Lots of parking available coming in off of SE 43rd Avenue. (Note how sometimes the GPS 

maps direct you to the business entrance to the campus on SE 45th.) Make sure you come in 

on SE 43rd Avenue. As you come in (far left of photo) through the black iron gate (it will be 

open), you will notice up and to the right is lots of free parking. Park there (see large 

parking lot to bottom left on this photograph) and then advance up to the center of campus 

where you will find a water feature and the main chapel (on the map see the marker for the 

Loyola Jesuit Center). 
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Items to bring: Bring a Bible (with Old and New Testaments) and a journal or something to 

write it. There will be several times during the day when “Pilgrims” will go below into the 
Forest Primeval (the park beneath the main Chapel) to walk there and to pray there under the 

ancient trees. We recommend you wear warm clothes and bring a jacket that allows you to stay 

warm and dry if it is raining. Also, if you would like to do so, then bring your lunch with you. 

(You will see instructions about lunch given you below.) Ah, and yes, don’t forget to bring your 

immortal soul. 

8:30 AM to 9 AM – The goal is for all Pilgrims to arrive at the Loyola Jesuit Center no later than 

8:30 AM. We will have coffee and light breakfast food. This half hour of gathering is a time to enjoy each other’s company, feeling our common purpose, and gaining spiritual momentum to 

give ourselves to the day. 

9 AM to 10 AM – Fr. Ganz will give the first Conference.1 

10 AM to 10:45 AM – Time in quiet, time spent alone with God, but given by Fr. Ganz an idea 

about what this means, about what to do with such time if you need some instruction. 

10:45 AM to 11:15 AM – We are together in the Chapel to share “what happened” during each person’s quiet time. This is not about intruding on a person’s privacy (!) but inviting each of us 
to gain some sense of where each person is being moved or taught or puzzled. It gives Fr. Ganz “clues” as to where he could most helpfully go next with the group. 
11:15 to 11:20 AM – We take a five-minutes long break to use the bathroom or simply to make 

a transition. 

11:20 AM to 12:15 PM – Fr. Ganz will give the second Conference. 

12:15 PM to 1:30 PM – Lunch. If you brought your lunch, then there is an indoor conference 

area next to the Chapel where you can sit and eat. Or, there are lots of really good places to go 

get lunch within blocks of the Loyola Jesuit Center – a restaurant-rich neighborhood in 

Southeast Portland. Mary Edmonds will give instructions about some of the good options. 

1:45 PM to 2:45 PM – Fr. Ganz will give the third Conference. 

2:45 PM to 3:30 PM – Exploration. This will be a time of wide-ranging questioning and 

exploration of what the people need to understand. 

3:30 PM to 3:45 PM – We take a break. 

3:45 PM to 4:30 PM – Liturgy of the Word. We will conclude the day with a prayerful reflection 

on the Readings (Scriptures) of the day. 

4:30 PM – We end the Pilgrim’s Day. 
                                                      

1 The Oxford English Dictionary at the noun “conference” – “The action of bringing together; 

collection; addition, adding up.” 
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